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By Jim Gray, SOPA 

What’s A Liaison Squadron? 

On April 2, 1943, as part of a comprehensive Army Air Forces reorganization effort, the Adjutant General’s Office 
of the War Department issued a letter of directives titled Redesignation, Reorganization, Reassignment, Constitution and 
Activation of Certain Army Air Forces Units. Among other things, this letter mandated the formation of eleven new units 
called liaison squadrons. Constituted from the light aircraft sections of existing observation squadrons, these were the first 
such units ever created. Eventually, sixteen more liaison squadrons were activated before the war ended and all but two 
saw action overseas. All of them were equipped with Stinson L-5’s as their primary aircraft, although other types were 
used such as the Stinson L-1 Vigilant, Piper L-4 Cub, Noorduyn UC-64 Norseman and Cessna UC-78 Bobcat 

Initially there was a lot of confusion and uncertainty about the role the liaison squadrons would play in the 
restructured Army Air Forces. Nominally, they were to provide the same courier and liaison service that had been 
performed by the light plane flights in the old observation squadrons, but beyond that no formal doctrine existed for 
them. The creation of these units was somewhat hasty and the bulk of the details were left to be worked out afterward. 
Months after the first liaison squadrons were formed, many officers in the air and ground forces still didn’t know they 
existed, much less their function. For example, shortly after the 25th Liaison Squadron (soon to be known as the “Guinea 
Short Lines”) arrived in Brisbane, Australia in December, 1943, a Major acting as duty officer at Fifth Air Force 
Headquarters obliviously inquired, “What’s a liaison squadron?” when Captain Frank Bartlett, commander of the light 
plane outfit showed up and proudly reported his squadron ready for action.  Caught off guard by this question, Bartlett 
had no concise explanation with which to satisfy the condescending Major who advised him that there was “a war on you 
know”, and to keep his “puddle-jumpers” out of the way until such time as a use could be found for them.1 

When the liaison squadrons were created, a tentative table of organization for personnel and equipment was drawn 
up, but a field manual governing their use was not. Neither was a training program.  Except for the Field Artillery, 
relatively few ground forces had been trained in conjunction with liaison aircraft. In Army Air Forces circles the light 
planes were often regarded with condescension if not outright disdain. Even the men assigned to command the new units 
lacked a clear idea of how they should be employed and many of these commanders and their subordinate officers had 
little or no experience flying light aircraft.  With the exception of those who had been through the Civilian Pilot Training 
Program or had otherwise flown light planes before the war, most handled their L-5’s no differently than the high-
performance types they had been trained to fly.  This led to many training accidents and operational problems that were 
not quickly resolved. Stinson factory demo pilots eventually had to train the military how to properly fly the L-5 2. 

In July 1943, following closely on the heels of the restructuring of the Army Air Forces, a new field manual entitled 
FM 100-20, Command and Employment of Air Power was released. Whether by oversight or design, this publication 
failed to address the use of liaison squadrons. Covering all other aspects of air power from heavy bombardment to the use 
of gliders, it didn’t once mention liaison aircraft or the liaison mission.  For guidance the officers charged with training and 
employing the new air units had just four brief paragraphs contained in FM 1-20, Tactics and Technique of Air 
Reconnaissance and Observation, and one paragraph in another manual entitled  FM 31-35, Aviation in Support of Army 
Ground Forces. Published in April, 1942, these guides referred to liaison and courier missions in relation to the now-
defunct observation squadrons that had existed under a different system of command and control. As such, operations 
were open to wide interpretation and from the outset there was little coordination or standardization in training. That 
would not come about until January, 1944, after the 25th, 71st and 153d liaison squadrons had already been deployed to 
their respective theaters of operation in New Guinea, India and England.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. In actuality, General George C. Kenney, commander of the 5th Air Force, had been involved in the development of the light aircraft program at 
Wright Field in 1940 so had quite a good idea what to do with the liaison planes even if his duty officer didn’t, but it was some weeks before that 
became apparent to Bartlett who felt that his squadron of L-5’s was unwanted and unwelcomed.  

2. Accidents and other difficulties with the L-5 were initially widespread because some officers insisted that the enlisted pilots always land “hot”, 
crossing the fence at 80 - 90 mph, and they prohibited the use of flaps on takeoff and in the landing pattern. Partial flaps were only to be applied on 
final if there was an obstacle to clear, and the use of full flaps was restricted to emergency landings only. Consequently, the planes didn’t perform to 
expectation and many pilots became afraid of them.  Stinson ended up sending several factory demo pilots on tour around the country for an 
extended period in order to teach the AAF pilots how to fly their L-5’s properly. The author has copies of official reports on this subject.  
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The Light Aircraft Revolution  

In the years before America’s entry into WWII, the army ground forces slowly came to embrace the concept of using 
light aircraft for courier, liaison and artillery spotting purposes. Up to 1940, the best “army cooperation” planes flown by 
the Air Corps observation squadrons were large, heavy, expensive and primarily suited to operating from well prepared 
runways 2,000 to 3,000 feet in length. The advent of mobile warfare, exemplified by the rapid German “blitzkrieg” 
conquests of Poland and France, made it unlikely that such airfields would be available when and where needed in a fluid 
war of maneuver. In addition, modern fighters rendered even the most advanced observation aircraft obsolete. 

  The solution was to employ slow flying aircraft that could land on narrow roads or in small, unprepared fields 
near army headquarters and command posts. The German Wehrmacht already had the amazing Fieseler Storch for this 
purpose, so by 1940 the U.S. infantry, cavalry, field artillery, mechanized forces and even the coast defense artillery were 
clamoring for such planes 3.  In addition, the ground arms wanted them to be “organic”, meaning they wanted complete 
control of their use, with the planes being manned by personnel from the units they served and stationed as close to them 
as possible, not at some remote airfield.   From their point of view it was the surest way of meeting their operational 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. In 1938, the Material Division at Wright Field initiated a development program for a slow-flying, short range observation-courier type airplane. Its 
outstanding characteristics had to be low landing speed, short takeoff and landing distance over an obstacle, the ability to carry 2-3 people plus radio 
equipment, and an ability to operate off-field. A design competition resulted in the Stinson O-49 “Vigilant” (later designated L-1). The contract was 
awarded in February, 1939, but due to manufacturing difficulties at Stinson and teething problems with the design, the first service-test models didn’t 
reach the Air Corps  observation squadrons until the spring of 1941 and regular deliveries of production aircraft were delayed until early summer.   

 FM 1-20 – Tactics and Techniques of Air Reconnaissance and Observation  

Aircraft. – Observation Aviation is equipped with –  

(1)High performance aircraft of high speed and sufficient range to penetrate hostile 
territory, and equipped for photographic or visual reconnaissance.  

(2) Light, low performance airplanes designed for artillery observation missions and 
liaison missions in rear of friendly front lines.  

Functions.– Air reconnaissance and observation missions include operations involving search, 
patrol, tracking, contact, and adjustment of artillery fire, as well as liaison and courier tasks.   

Liaison Mission.– A flight to transmit information or instructions or otherwise to maintain contact 
between a commander and other organizations or commanders.   

Purpose. - Liaison missions are performed to assist a commander in locating and maintaining 
contact with elements of his own, adjacent, or higher units, or to transmit information or orders 
when such transmission can be more effectively accomplished by air messengers than other 
means of communication. 

FM 31-35 – Aviation in Support of Army Ground Forces 

Liaison Missions. - Liaison missions are performed to provide the superior commander with 
information required in special situations and not obtainable through routine channels, or to 
transmit information or orders when such transmission can be more effectively accomplished by 
air messengers than by other means of communication. Where the situation permits, this mission 
may be performed by the liaison type airplane. However, all concerned must realize that this type 
airplane is extremely vulnerable to hostile ground and air fire; that normally it must be employed 
only over friendly territory; and that conditions of modern warfare may not provide a definite 
line of demarcation between hostile and friendly territory behind which such airplanes can 
operate. Additionally, while this airplane is designed to operate from small, unprepared fields, 
the latter may not be available.  
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needs.  The ground forces had a long-standing complaint against the “flyboys” for not adequately serving their interests. 
The Air Corps adamantly opposed relinquishing control of any aircraft to the ground arms. They viewed it as derailing 
their authority, as well as undermining their long-standing quest to become an independent branch of the armed forces.   

In 1940 the Air Corps sought to address the ground forces complaints by adding light planes to the already diverse 
inventory of aircraft types being flown by the observation squadrons. The slat-winged Stinson O-49 “Vigilant”, with 
performance rivaling that of the impressive German Fieseler Fi-156 “Storch” (Stork) was their aircraft of choice, but none 
of the planes on order were available in time for the large scale field maneuvers held that year. In fact, Stinson did not 
finish testing its prototype airplane until July, 1940, and three more service-test examples were not delivered until January, 
1941. Likewise, production models were very slow to reach operational units. In frustration, and with the all-important 
backing of the office of the Secretary of War, the field artillery resorted to borrowing six civilian, off-the-shelf Aeronca, 
Taylorcraft and Piper airplanes for experimentation. The artillerymen were hell-bent on acquiring light, slow-flying 
airplanes for use as aerial observation posts whether or not the Air Corps approved or cooperated.  

These six civilian-flown airplanes were employed with great success in the Tennessee and Carolina army maneuvers 
conducted in the summer of 1941. By the autumn war-games in Louisiana, the field artillery had boosted the number of 
“grasshoppers”4  to eighteen; four each from Piper, Taylor and Aeronca, plus three each from Rearwin and Interstate.  
The Army Air Forces (reorganized from the old Air Corps) also began field-testing six Stinson Model 10 Voyagers, 
designated as YO-54’s, along with the new Stinson V-76 “Flying Jeep” (the L-5 prototype). These aircraft all participated 
in the Louisiana maneuvers. Even the rising star George S. Patton joined the fray with his personal Stinson 10A which he 
flew regularly to keep tabs on his fast-moving mechanized cavalry forces. However, General “Hap” Arnold soon stepped 
in and saw to it that the flamboyant Patton was properly provided with a Stinson O-49 and a personal Air Corps pilot.  

During the field maneuvers, all the light planes except the Rearwin proved superior to the traditional observation 
aircraft employed by the AAF, and they all appeared to be functionally as viable as the Vigilant, if not equivalent in 
performance. The cost difference provided the impetus needed for wholesale adoption of the civilian aircraft and it 
doomed the expensive O-49 program to rapid termination. In June 1942 the field artillery established its own organic fleet 
of “grasshoppers”, with full support of the War Department and begrudging approval of the Army Air Forces. 

 
125th Observation Squadron (Light) at Fort Sill, 1942. Aircraft pictured, front to back are: Aeronca O-58,  

Piper O-59, Aeronca O-58, Taylorcraft O-57, Douglas O-38 (McNeese University Archives) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. The term “grasshopper”, coined during the autumn Louisiana Maneuvers of 1941, is credited to General Innes P. Swift, commander of the 1st 
Cavalry Division. The nickname stuck and became a universal term used throughout WWII and afterward.  Stylized cartoon images of grasshoppers 
soon adorned squadron insignia and it became the official symbol of the artillery aviation school at Fort Sill. The Piper, Aeronca and Taylorcraft 
“grasshoppers” used during the field maneuvers were secured with the blessing of the Secretary of War and without consent of the AAF.   
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Out With the Old, In With the New 

 The American operations in North Africa during 1942 revealed glaring weaknesses and inefficiencies in the command 
and control of aircraft. Overlapping spheres of influence between various air and ground commanders had resulted in a 
lack of air superiority as well as inadequate tactical air support during the campaign in Tunisia.  The observation squadrons 
in particular proved to be disappointing because of their diverse aircraft types, the multiple roles they were expected to 
perform, and the decentralized nature of their control. Their equipment included fighters, light or medium bombers, and 
liaison planes -- mostly of the L-1 and L-4 type. The theory behind this setup was that it allowed observation squadrons to 
perform long, medium and short-range reconnaissance missions, liaison and courier service, tactical bombardment, and air 
defense for the field army they were assigned to.  The observation squadron was in reality a small tactical air force. On 
paper, it appeared to be a sound idea but in practice it was decidedly less than ideal because it either wasted assets that 
could have been better employed elsewhere, or it was numerically too small to do a decisive job. 

Thus, the observation squadrons were re-formed into combat reconnaissance units composed strictly of high-
performance aircraft that were controlled by the theater air commander and served the ground forces via an intermediary 
air staff attaché at army HQ. The new arrangement, based on the British system, proved to be a resounding success 
throughout the remainder of the war, particularly with the XIX Tactical Air Force in Europe. The only question that 
remained was what to do with the liaison planes? Some factions favored the formation of light aircraft companies that 
would be attached to all ground forces units of battalion size or larger, mirroring the arrangement the field artillery had 
established. However, the advent of “organic” artillery aviation was already a large thorn in the side of the Army Air 
Forces who viewed the control of all land-based aircraft to be their sovereign right and they adamantly opposed further 
expansion of aviation within the ground forces. It was a tremendously contentious and emotionally-charged issue, as well 
as a clash of basic ideologies about the employment of air power that would not be fully resolved for another six years.  

Through mid-1944, the politically more powerful AAF won out in the contest for control of all liaison aircraft except 
those operated by the field artillery. The resulting liaison squadrons were composed of thirty-two L-5’s each, plus two or 
three larger aircraft, and occasionally a few Cubs. One squadron was assigned to each field army and one to each theater 
headquarters (later, also one to each army group). Manned, trained and supplied by the Army Air Forces and 
administratively assigned to the theater air commander, they were functionally under the operational control of the army 
headquarters they served, an arrangement that placated the ground forces “organic aviation” advocates for the time being. 

 
Formation of 125th Liaison Squadron L-5’s at the Desert Training Center in southeastern California, 1943.  

The lead aircraft is currently owned by S.O.P.A. member Sam Taber   (Photo courtesy of McNeese University archives) 
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Finding Their Own Way 

When the first eleven liaison squadrons were formed, the previously quoted paragraphs in FM-1-20 and FM-31-35 
constituted the entire body of formal policy governing liaison aviation, and it remained so throughout 1943 and into early 
1944. As a result, there were considerable differences in the training each squadron received. Additionally, since the field 
artillery had obtained their own aircraft and separately trained their own pilots starting in May of 1942, training of AAF 
liaison pilots in the complex science of adjusting artillery fire was minimized and many pilots didn’t get any of this training 
at all. They also didn’t benefit from the more rigorous short-field, rough field, off-field and low-level flight training that 
the artillery pilots received from highly experienced civilian instructors at Fort Sill who had formerly made their livings as 
bush pilots, barnstormers, and airmail pilots.   

It wasn’t until January of 1944 that a formal training program for liaison squadrons was adopted. By that time, three 
of the squadrons were already overseas and eight others were nearing the end of their haphazard training and soon to be 
sent abroad with little time to benefit from the new program.  This was analogous to training a whole league of football 
teams without fully explaining the rules of the game or using a play book. For the first year of their existence the new units 
more or less had to invent themselves, learn the game as they went along and undergo additional training in theater. The 
War Department finally released Training Circular No. 45, Employment of Army Air Forces Liaison Squadrons in July, 
1944, by which time twelve liaison squadrons had been deployed. This two-page document was primarily intended for the 
edification of ground commanders unfamiliar with the assets being placed at their disposal, but it was also a clear mandate 
to the liaison squadron commanders as to how they should apply their units in the field.  

Some of TC-45 doctrine had been derived from field reports submitted by the first three liaison squadrons deployed, 
as well as from the First Air Commando Group that had gone to Burma in 1943 with a force of roughly 100 Stinson L-1’s 
and L-5’s for Operation Thursday. Feedback from the experience of these units was invaluable to their counterparts still in 
training or yet to be formed. One result was that for “green” squadrons arriving overseas, additional training exercises 
encompassing this field experience were administered in-theater before the squadrons were committed to combat.   

Training Circular No 45 outlined the mission of the squadrons as follows:    

1. Employment of Army Air Forces Liaison Squadrons 
1. Mission – The mission of Army Air Force Liaison Squadrons is to provide theater and task force 

headquarters and ground force units with general liaison, messenger and courier service in areas 
behind the front lines of friendly troops. Army Air Forces Liaison squadrons, hereinafter referred to as 
liaison squadrons, are organized, trained and equipped for this purpose (see TO&E 1-997). This 
service is provided by the performance of the following types of air missions, within the limitations of 
the aircraft, personnel, and equipment available in the liaison squadron. 
a. Messenger and courier service. 
b. Transport and ferry service for ground force personnel and equipment. 
c. Visual reconnaissance. 
d. Light photographic reconnaissance and other limited photographic missions. 
e. Column control. 
f. Check upon passive air defense measures, such as camouflage, cover, concealment, dispersion 

and dummy installations. 
g. Artillery adjustment, when required in emergencies. 

By the time this information was distributed, several squadrons had independently forged their own ethos and the 
scope of their activities went far beyond the above outline. Undoubtedly influenced by the evolution of those first 
operational squadrons and recognizing the wider possibilities, the training circular allowed for considerable latitude in 
operations with the following clarification: 

“Liaison squadron commanders and commanders of separate flights will use their initiative in 
promoting the utility of liaison aviation . . . The provisions of this circular will not be construed as 
prohibiting the employment of liaison aircraft upon any mission for which they are suitable.” 

Given this discretionary carte-blanche, the liaison squadrons exceeded all expectations of what they could accomplish 
with their little fabric-covered ships. They adapted their flight operations to the needs of the commanders they served and 
the peculiarities of the theaters they operated in.  As the old adage goes, “necessity is the mother of invention” and this 
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philosophy applied to the liaison squadrons perhaps more than to any other units in the Army Air Forces. They ably 
demonstrated that they could in fact satisfactorily perform the job that the army ground forces had complained the Air 
Corps wasn’t capable of doing prior to the war. The liaison squadrons were unwittingly involved in two wars at once – a 
political one of inter-service rivalry, and a deadlier one against a foreign enemy. They performed admirably in both roles. 

Distinguished and Meritorious Service 

The unit decorations awarded to liaison squadrons during WWII include 2 Presidential Unit Citations, 2 Philippine 
Presidential Unit Citations, 3 Distinguished Unit Citations, 1 Meritorious Unit Citation, 2 Belgian Orders of the Day, and 
2 Belgian Fourragere’s. In addition, dozens of Letters of Commendation were issued by high ranking officers in all 
theaters in recognition and appreciation of the work the intrepid sergeant-pilots performed. 

While the liaison squadrons naturally flew a large number of mundane courier missions, other operations included 
forward route reconnaissance, combat re-supply and casualty evacuation, search and rescue, equipment test and 
development, air control of fighter-bombers (“horsefly” missions), glider and target towing, dropping surrender leaflets, 
laying telephone wires, mosquito spraying, and clandestine work for the OSS.  Many of these operations took place over 
enemy territory and under fire. This is only a partial list of the missions flown by liaison squadron pilots, but it gives an 
idea of their adaptability, flexibility, willingness and authority to attempt any job that needed doing. The Army Air Forces 
liaison squadrons truly embodied the can-do spirit and earned the medals to prove it.  

The accomplishments of these light plane outfits are exemplified by the record by the 5th Liaison Squadron.  From 
April 1944 through June 1945, this one squadron flew 33,904 individual sorties for a total of 27,998 hours aloft.  The 
pilots were awarded a total of 76 Distinguished Flying Crosses with 38 Oak Leaf Clusters and 56 Air Medals with 70 Oak 
Leaf Clusters.  Other individual decorations included 3 Silver Stars, 3 Bronze Stars and 1 Soldiers Medal. In the course of 
14 months of extremely hazardous duty, 40 squadron aircraft were destroyed in accidents or by enemy action, but just two 
pilots were killed in the line of duty. Two others were recorded as MIA and later declared dead. On the plus side of the 
ledger, over 4,500 casualties that might otherwise have succumbed to disease or injury were successfully evacuated from 
makeshift jungle airstrips, hundreds of tons of equipment and supplies were delivered where it could have not otherwise 
been sent, and thousands of passengers of all ranks and nationalities were transported without a single loss.  

Although the liaison squadrons were relatively short lived, they measured up to the highest of military ideals. 

 
Casualty being lifted aboard the “Angel of Mercy”, an L-5B of the 5th Liaison Squadron operating in Burma (NARA photo) 
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Liaison Squadron Insignia of WWII  

          
    5th     14th               25th 
                  (unofficial) 
 

Table of USAAF Liaison Squadrons of WWII  

Squadron Constituted Deployed Theater  Air Force and Areas of Deployment 
  5th     04-02-43*  04-20-44  CBI  10th AF - India, Burma  
 14th   04-02-43*  04-09-44  ETO  9th AF – UK, France, Belgium, Germany  
 19th   04-02-43*  04-15-44  CBI  10th AF – India, 14th AF – China  
 25th   04-02-43*  11-24-43  SWPA / PTO 5th / 13th AF -Australia, New Guinea, Philippines  
 47th   06-25-43  04-09-44  ETO  9th AF – UK, France, Germany  
 71st   06-17-43  07-15-43  CBI  10th AF – India, 14th AF – China 
 72d   04-02-43*  06-14-44  MTO / ETO 9th AF – Algeria, Italy, France, Germany 
115th   04-02-43*  11-11-44  CBI  10th AF – India, 14th AF – China 
112th   04-02-43*  06-09-44  ETO  9th AF – England, France, Germany  
121st   04-02-43*  03-20-44  MTO / ETO 12th AF – Algeria, Italy, Corsica, France  
125th   04-02-43*  06-08-44  ETO  9th AF – UK, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany  
127th   04-02-43*  12-16-44  CBI  10th AF, 2nd Air Commando Group - India, Burma 
153rd   05-31-43*  05-31-43  ETO  9th AF – UK, France, Belgium, Germany 
155th   01-10-44  12-16-44  CBI  10th AF, 2nd ACG - India, Burma  
156th   01-28-44  12-16-44  CBI  10th AF, 2nd ACG - India, Burma  
157th   01-28-44  12-01-44  PTO  FEAF, 3rd ACG – Philippines, Okinawa 
158th   02-23-44  12-13-44  ETO  9th AF – UK, France, Belgium, Germany  
159th   02-23-44  12-01-44  PTO  FEAF, 3rd ACG– Philippines 
160th   02-23-44  12-01-44  PTO  FEAF, 3rd ACG – Philippines 
161st   05-11-44  05-15-44  CONUS 4th AF – Georgia, Texas, Louisiana 
162nd   05-11-44  05-15-44  CONUS 3rd AF – South Carolina, Louisiana 
163rd   05-11-44  05-03-45  PTO  7th AF – Okinawa 
164th   08-09-44  09-01-44  CBI  10th AF, 1st ACG – India, Burma  
165th   08-09-44  09-01-44  CBI  10th AF, 1st ACG – India, Burma  
166th   08-09-44  09-01-44  CBI  10th AF, 1st ACG – India, Burma 
167th   02-19-45  02-19-45  ETO  9th AF – France, Germany  
173rd   10-23-44  10-24-44  ETO  9th AF – France, Germany  

* = Constituted from previously existing observation squadron. Date indicates re-designation as a liaison squadron.  

Note: Abbreviations consistent with official 1940’s usage. AF = Air Force, AAF = Army Air Forces, ACG = Air 
Commando Group, FEAF= Far East Air Forces. CBI = China, India, Burma Theater of Operations, ETO = European 
Theater of Operations, MTO = Mediterranean Theater of Operations, PTO = Pacific Theater of Operations, SWPA = 
Southwest Pacific Area, CONUS = Continental United States 
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Liaison Squadron Insignia of WWII  

 

                              
            47th               71st                      72d  
   

 

 

                          
  115th                 125th                         155th 
 
 
 

      
          157th                                                       158th                                          162d    
 
                     
       

(Images from Combat Squadrons of the Air Force – WWII, edited by M. Maurer. Office of Air Force History, Maxwell AFB, 1982 )  


